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Class war comics in the State Library of Victoria Rare Books Collection
Richard Overell
The State Library of Victoria has been collecting
comics for some years. We recently acquired a large
collection of American underground comics from the
1970s and later. These include some serious, overtly
political, titles such as “Class War Comix” (1979),
“Corporate Crime Comics” (1977-1979), and “Anarchy
Comics” (1978). There are also some similar English
works, such as “Workin’ Klass Superhero” (1979) and
“1988: the fanzine of the future” (1979). Most of these
lasted only one issue, but they are usually the work of
talented comic artists and are brightly produced.
Other comics such as Art Spiegelman’s “Raw” (1980s)
are also part of the collection, and present a critical
attitude to politics.

To aind these and similar titles in the State Library of
Victoria’s comics collection you can search using
terms such as “Politics and government” with “Comic
books, strips, etc.”

There are also more specialist comics such as “Lean
Years” (1974), which takes a radical line on the Great
Depression, and “Bicentennial Gross-outs” (1976),
critical of the 1976 American Bicentennial
celebrations.
In addition there are many comics which deal with the
alienation of bourgeois life and various levels of
depression. R. Crumb’s comics are full of such themes,
as is Harvey Pekar’s “American Splendor”; we have no.
7 (1982), the “big divorce issue”.
One of the best-known of the underground comics of
the period was “Young Lust” (1971-1977). It included
work by various major comic artists from the scene,
such as Bill Grifaith and Jay Kinney. Famously, the
cover for issue no. 5 shows a young Communist
Chinese couple in a parody of a Maoist poster. The
main story in the issue was, “Red Guard Romance”,
written in the style of Cultural Revolutionary
propaganda.
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Change the Rules Rally, 9 May 2018
Peter Love
A packed-out meeting of 1600 Union Delegates in the
Melbourne Town Hall on 17 April began an ACTU
organised sequence of “12 Days of Action to Change
the Rules”. Between that airst delegates’ meeting and
the ainal demonstration on Thursday Island on 18
May, twenty-aive public gatherings across the country
demanded more secure work and better pay. On 9 May
it was Melbourne’s turn to show how well it could
demonstrate the need to Change the Rules.

It is interesting to see how coherent is the message
that links the dodgy rules with widening inequality.
The speeches of leading people like Sally McManus
and Luke Kilakari were all the more powerful for their
sharp clarity on the core issue of inequality. Altogether
it was an impressive occasion where somewhere
between 100,000 and 110,000 people, along with a
number of comrade dogs, came out to demonstrate
their agreement with that message.

The Waterfront Dispute: 20 Years On
Brian Boyd
On 12 April 2018 the Maritime Union of Australia
(MUA) held a celebratory dinner to commemorate
twenty years since the watershed dispute on the
nation's docks. It was conducted at the Melbourne
Convention Centre in grand style with the MUA
emphasising that its 1998 campaign slogan, “MUAHere to stay”, had been totally vindicated to the
modern day. The function’s audience was told that
every port in Australia in 2018 remained fully
unionised and the workforce covered by a unionnegotiated industrial agreement.

It began in the usual way with marchers assembling at
Trades Hall and around the 888 Monument for a 10.00
am to 1.00 pm march through the city to Federation
Square. It was clear from the beginning that it was
going to be one of Melbourne’s biggest protest
gatherings in a long while. One interesting feature of
the assembled multitude was the diversity of the
people. Of course, there were the usual union banners
and the speciaic ones demanding that the industrial
rules be changed. There were also many people,
protesting as citizens who were concerned about the
appalling provision in the Fair Work Act that permits
employers to have the Commission terminate the
existing EBA and plunge workers down to the
minimum award while they strike a new EBA deal
with half a dozen workers on the other side of the
country. While there were quite a few who were not
directly threatened by such chicanery, the many
amateur, hand written placards decried the rapid
widening of income and wealth in Australia.

Luke Kilakari and Sally McManus leading the rally. Photographs by Peter Love.
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The lead up to the anniversary saw a alurry of media
commentary about “who won” and “who lost" the
original dispute. Conservative commentators repeated
their mantra that it was all just about “improving
productivity” on the wharves. Former prime minister
John Howard repeated his claim that he “wasn’t out to
destroy the MUA”. Union spokespersons pointed to the
hard facts that the federal government plotted with
Patricks and the National Farmers Federation to deunionise the ports and replace the workforce with
secretly Dubai trained non-union contractors. The
Howard government provided Patrick’s boss Corrigan
with $150 million worth of assistance.
The lock out started on 7 April 1998. A united union
movement fought the battle on two main fronts.
Crucially the primary focus was on 24 hour
community pickets and blockades of major entrances
to Patrick’s port facilities across the country, with
Melbourne’s Webb Dock the key.
The campaign also had a legal component where the
injustice of the mass sackings was taken to various
levels of the court system. The success of the
persistent national protests, underpinned by the
discipline of the maritime workers under massive
duress, saw a High Court determination that found
that the workers were a victim of a conspiracy
between Patricks, the federal government and others
that deprived them of their livelihood and therefore
they should be re-instated. MUA wharaies marched
back into work on 7 May 1998 to much fanfare. Many
believe that the on the ground campaigning lessons of
1998 assisted the union movement when it mobilised
en masse between 2004–7, to successfully defeat
Howard’s WorkChoices legislation.
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Bernie Taft and 1968: Tanks in Prague, Turmoil in Australian Universities
Notice by the University of Melbourne

Draft Program

Friday 24 August 2018: 9:30am – 8:30pm

9.30-11.30am Bernie Taft

In August 1968, the Soviet Union sent troops into
Czechoslovakia to end the liberalising regime of
Alexander Dubcek; the incident and its aftermath
became known as the Prague Spring. The events in the
Soviet bloc were part of an international wave of
uprisings and movements throughout 1968 that
would have a profound impact on the Australian Left.
The Communist Party of Australia was one of the few
in the international movement to publicly condemn
the Soviet action. CPA leader Bernie Taft knew Dubcek
personally and was instrumental in convincing the
Party to take such a stand.

Professor Stuart Macintyre
Professor Phillip Deery
Dr Jon Piccini: Bernie Taft in the Global 68
12-1pm The Events of 1968
Professor Mark Edele: The Soviet repression of the
Prague Spring
Max Ogden: The CPA and the events of 1968
2-3pm The Australian Left in 1968
Ken Mansell: The New Left
Dr Kate Murphy: The counterculture
3.30-5pm The University of Melbourne Archives
Professor Andrew Reeves: Collecting labour records
Katie Wood: The CPA records and other collections
Jane Beattie: Bernie Taft’s papers
6-8pm Launch of The Far Left in Australia since
1945
Ian Potter Museum of Art, University of Melbourne
This symposium is a free public event but
registrations are essential https://
events.unimelb.edu.au/events/10835-bernie-taftand-1968-tanks-in-prague-turmoil-in-australian

Bernie Taft addressing a crowd at the Yarra Bank, c1960s. CPA
collection, University of Melbourne Archives, 1991.0152.00099

On the 50th anniversary of the Prague Spring, the
University of Melbourne Archives is pleased to
announce the opening of the Bernie Taft collection.
The collection contains over 100 boxes ranging from
the 1950s-1990s, comprising correspondence,
personal notes, movement documents and much
more. It will be one of the most signiaicant collections
on the history of the Australian Left to become
available for research in recent years.
To mark these events, the University of Melbourne
Archives and the School of Historical and
Philosophical Studies will be hosting a free public
symposium looking at the legacy of 1968, Bernie Taft
and other political collections held in the Archives.
The symposium coincides with the Melbourne launch
of the Routledge Studies in Radical History and
Politics edition, The Far Left in Australia Since
1945 edited by Jon Piccini, Evan Smith, and Matthew
Worley. The launch will be held at the Ian Potter
Museum of Art, which will be showing the State of the
Union exhibition.

Enquiries to Katie Wood, University of Melbourne
Archives (03) 8344 6848 / kathrynw@unimelb.edu.au
The launch of The Far Left in Australia since 1945 is
sponsored by the Melbourne Branch, ASSLH.

Ken Mansell interview with Bill Genery
The National Library of Australia has digitised an
interview of Bill Genery conducted by Ken Mansell in
June 1969. The following is the NLA’s summary
description of the interview: “Bill Genery joined the
Industrial Workers of the World (the 'wobblies') in 1916.
He talks about the 'wobbly' movement and the left in
Victoria during the first part of the 20th century. This
interview includes songs, stories and recitations,
particularly from the 'wobbly' movement.”
You can listen to the interview at https://
catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/7543918 and read the
transcript https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-505276778/listen
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Fiftieth anniversary of 1968: a view from
Frankston
Val Noone
While TV editors are prone to characterise the 1968
phenomenon with clips of student protest, careful
research shows that people from various walks of life were
involved. With this in mind, let’s look at 1968 from bayside
Frankston in Melbourne’s southeast, where I then worked
as an assistant Catholic priest. Frankston had a sizeable
working-class population including pockets of poor
people but along leafy Overport Road and up Oliver’s Hill
lived a strong cohort of middle-class residents. The local
federal seat was held by Phillip Lynch of the Liberal Party,
a prominent member of the Catholic parish who made
headlines in February as the new Minister for the Army
under John Gorton.
Most readers of Recorder will know the outline of the 1968
revolt against the global system: the Tet offensive by the
communist-led Vietnamese patriots against the invading
American and Australian forces; in May the revolt in
France where an alliance of students and workers nearly
brought about a revolution; a year of turmoil in US politics
as Lyndon Johnson announced his intention not to stand
for re-election, the assassination in April of civil rights
leader Martin Luther King and two months later the
assassination of Robert Kennedy, front-running
Democratic presidential candidate with links to the peace
movement; the Chicago police riot at the Democratic Party
convention in August; the election in November of Richard
Nixon as president, promising peace in Vietnam while
planning expansion of the war; the suppression by the
USSR in August of the Prague Spring; and in Northern
Ireland the civil rights movement and loyalist violence
against it. Those and similar events were big in the
Australian media.
A minority (not sure how big) in Frankston felt themselves
to be part of the upsurge. They included trade unionists
and ALP Socialist Left activists but also others. In May,
within a month of the death of Martin Luther King, Rev
Alan Coulson, an inter-denominational chaplain at
Frankston High School, made front page in The Frankston
Standard when a group of parents protested against his
invitation for the Anglican priest David Pope to address
students about Martin Luther King. Pope, a prominent
opponent of the Vietnam War and active alongside Jim
Cairns in Richmond community affairs, had recently
spoken sympathetically about an English bishop’s views
on the death of God.
The number of articles of Vietnam interest in the
Frankston Standard during 1968 is amazing. Local 20year-olds going to and coming from the war were
regularly named; fuss was made of singer Normie Rowe
coming to perform before going to the army; activists on
the Victorian committee of responsibility for the children
of Vietnam regularly had items published; the cases of
conscientious objectors such as John Zarb and Simon
Townsend were reported; Phillip Lynch showing slides of
his trip to Vietnam to Liberal Party faithful was advertised.
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Jane Williams, a medical student from nearby Hastings,
made news in June when she was fined $10 over her part
in a demonstration in Canberra in support of soldier and
Vietnam conscientious objector Denis O’Donnell. What
brought her to local notice was that officials at Mornington
High School, her old school, blocked the Student Christian
Movement group from having her give a talk to fifth
formers on why she was prepared to go to gaol herself to
protest the gaoling of COs.

During 1968 Vietnam was prominent in the Frankston Standard.

All that year Mornington High students and teachers
seemed to be exceptional in reading the signs of the times,
the zeitgeist, of 1968: they staged a brilliant performance
of Ernest Marvin’s radical Christian drama, A Man Dies,
and invited guest speakers on matters of conscience and
social justice.
The biggest Frankston Vietnam story of the year came in
May, soon after Tet, and at the time of the Paris rising. On
the 27th, the Frankston Council of Churches, under the
chairmanship of Rev Ray Smith, himself a CMF chaplain,
organised a debate at the Methodist Hall between Phillip
Lynch and Rev Bruce Silverwood, associate director of the
Methodist Department of Christian Citizenship. The water
torture of a Vietnamese woman by an Australian Warrant
Officer had been exposed in February and the harsh
treatment of conscientious objector Simon Townsend in
Holsworthy a few days before. When Lynch claimed
Australian troops were fighting to defend freedom, young
people interjected “How about Townsend?” It was alleged
that Lynch was awakened every half hour that night by
phone calls from supporters of Simon Townsend who
wished to protest about the half-hourly waking Simon had
been dealt by army prison guards.
An aside: around this time when some right-wing groups
were pressuring the government to ban secondary
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students from studying Catcher in Rye and Fringe Dwellers,
the assistant librarian of Regional Peninsula Library
defended the two books: his name was Winston Burchett,
brother of Wilfred.
I will conclude with a word about my personal experience
of 1968 as a remarkable year. My brother Denis spent the
year awaiting a hearing of his application for CO status. On
13 May, when 800,000 marched in Paris, Garry
McLoughlin and I launched the first issue of our radical
journal, Priest Forum. That same month I heard Pete
Seeger at the Melbourne Town Hall: I especially remember
his version of “Knee Deep in the Big Muddy”. On Pentecost
Sunday, 2 June, I made a half-sentence mention of Simon
Townsend in a sermon on reconciliation which led to a
protest from Phillip Lynch: my consequent discussions
with him convinced me that cabinet ministers did not
know much about Vietnam and that I would have to step
up my commitment to the peace movement.

Mary (Molly) Owen (1921-2017)
The death of Mary (Molly) Owen ends the long and
significant life of one of Victoria’s foremost activists for the
rights of women and against injustice and inequality. On
top of countless individual acts of kindness and generosity,
Owen was an active campaigner for women’s rights for
equal pay, legalised abortion, and superannuation equity.
An inspiration to many younger activists, Owen’s politics
were shaped by her formidable character, by the
inequalities between men and women, and by her
exposure to the harsh realities faced by those living in the
slums of Melbourne, particularly around Montague Street
Port Melbourne, where Owen helped people in need. In
relating how she came to “realize the appalling things that
could happen to people”, she spoke of a mother living in
the slums about to give birth to her sixth child; her eldest,
at 13, was also pregnant. Influenced by Betty Friedan (on
the recommendation of one of her daughters), and others,
she began to focus on issues of significance to women.
Owen was involved in the politics of abortion reform (she
was at one time secretary of the Progressive Reform Party
set up by Bertram Wainer), and she helped in more
concrete terms as well: by assisting women coming over
from Tasmania to get abortions at a clinic in Punt Road. For
Owen, “the contraceptive pill and the washing machine” did
“more to liberate women than anything else.”

Minister for the Army Phillip Lynch sent this telegram alleging breach of
pulpit privilege. The words obscured by old sticky tape are: “circulated by
the Ex-Services Human Rights Association. If a person can opt out of Call
up by objecting to a particular war no nation would be safe in time of war
emergency. Any person in the National Service…”

Her involvement in fighting the cause of women was
extensive, and her roles as a founding Coordinator of the
Working Women's Centre Melbourne, and member of the
Women’s Electoral Lobby, just two in a lifetime of purpose
and action. The many awards she received (Owen was
awarded the Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal, an Order of
Australia Medal, and is listed the Victorian Honour Roll of
Women), and the long lived annual Mary Owen Dinners
are testament to a life well lived.

Soon after, in the course of my work as a chaplain at RSL
Park, a home for elderly returned soldiers, a group of
World War I Anzacs drew me into conversation. I feared
they would have an argument with me over Vietnam.
Instead they wanted to talk about how bad World War I
was. One of them said: “There are no capitalists in the
trenches.” They were offering me the support I needed – a
moving experience. Indeed, Frankston had a small but
persistent branch of the Ex-Services Human Rights
Association which opposed the Vietnam War.
Finally, the 1968 phenomenon in Australia cannot be
confined to one year. That exceptional upsurge of global
consciousness went on to include the 1969 Clarrie O’Shea
strike against the penal clauses, the Moratoriums against
conscription and for peace in Vietnam of 1970 and 1971,
as well as the Medibank and related social reforms of the
Whitlam years.

Mary Owen AM (right) with Board Member of the Victorian
Women's Trust, Dur-e Dare OAM. Source: https://www.vwt.org.au/
events/mary-owen-tribute/ Quotes from http://fernartz.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/Mary-Owen-ebook.pdf.
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Review: The Riddle of Les Coleman
Carolyn Smart and Lyle Allan
Review: P.L. Coleman, The Riddle of
Les Coleman MP. The Life and Times
of the DLPs First Leader (Connor
Court Publishing: Brisbane, 2017),
pp +300. $34.95.
Patrick Leslie (Les) Coleman had a
distinguished career. A Catholic
businessman, publican, politician
and Melbourne City Councillor,
Coleman’s main claim to notability
is that he was the airst leader of the Democratic Labor
Party (DLP), or Australian Labor Party (AntiCommunist) (ALP-AC) as that party was originally
known. His grandson, also P.L. Coleman and an
academic at the University of Melbourne, has written a
aine, well-researched biography of his distinguished
grandfather. It draws on numerous interviews with
notable people during the period, most of whom have
now passed away.
Coleman entered the Victorian upper house, the
Legislative Council, in 1943 and served continuously
until his defeat at the airst post-split election in
1955. He was a Minister in the second Cain
government from 1945-1947 and the third Cain
government from 1952 until 1955, when Cain
dismissed four Ministers, including Coleman, who
pledged loyalty to the “old” Victorian Central
Executive of the Australian Labor Party. This Executive
opposed the federal leadership of H.V. Evatt and later
became the governing body of what was to be a new
party, the ALP (AC).
Coleman establishes that his grandfather was not a
member of the Movement, although he may have
known B.A. Santamaria. In Patrick Morgan’s edited
collection of Santamaria’s papers, Your Most Obedient
Servant: Selected Letters: 1938–1996, Coleman is listed
among the members of the Victorian state
parliamentary ALP Caucus in 1952 as a supporter of
Cain, with a question mark. Movement supporters
were “ours” and a small number as Barry supporters.
This was a euphemism for John Wren. Barry was the
leader in 1955 of the ALP (AC) members in the
Legislative Assembly.
The question why Coleman joined the DLP in 1955 can
probably never be answered deainitively, as his
grandson is correct to point out. Coleman was a
candidate for pre-selection for the Senate as a DLP
candidate in 1958. Jack Little, a non-Catholic, was
chosen after Coleman withdrew. Arthur Calwell
claimed at the time that Coleman was not chosen by
the DLP because he was a Catholic. The DLP was
widely regarded as a Catholic party, and this may
certainly be a factor in Little’s preselection. Little
narrowly lost that year after a sectarian letter
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appeared in the Sun News Pictorial newspaper
claiming that he was not a member of the Church of
Christ, as the DLP claimed. How much this letter to the
editor inaluenced voters will never be known.
Les Coleman’s grandson can be congratulated on his
writing of this book. There is much new material, and
it will be a valuable resource for those interested in
the 1955 ALP split and the Cain Ministries preceding
it.
Carolyn Smart is a graduate of the University of Tasmania and is
a life member of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour
History Melbourne Branch. Her father William Allan was
President of the Bendigo Trades Hall Council. She is a member of
the Huonville branch of the Australian Labor Party in Tasmania.
Co-author Lyle Allan lives at Barwon Heads in Victoria and this
is his first publication following a stroke in 2016.

Review: Workers’ Capital
Peter Love
Review: Bernard Mees and Cathy
Bridgen, Workers’ Capital: Industry
funds and the Zight for universal
superannuation in Australia (Allen
& Unwin: Sydney, 2017), pp + 270,
$39.99.
This important book reminds us
just how signiaicant has been the
growth
of
industry
superannuation since it was airst
pushed hard by unions as part of
the dramatic changes during the 1980s. Prior to then,
superannuation was conained to a limited number of
white collar pension schemes in the private and public
sectors.
Union beneait societies in some industries had long
provided a degree of support for aged or inairm
members. In some of the industries where work was
arduous and unions militant, such as in the mines and
on the wharves, there had been campaigns for pension
and retirement funds. There were periodic efforts to
set up beneait funds in a number of industries but it
took the special circumstances of the mid-eighties to
begin building a universal superannuation scheme.
After the 1983 election there was a convergence of
propitious circumstances, “…changes in the industrial
relations and political environment, a refocused ACTU
strategy and a reforming federal government, together
with unions and members willing to aight on the
ground…” (40), which gave the campaign the
necessary momentum.
Mees and Brigden trace the development of the
campaign in the context of the Accord and at
signiaicant moments such as the 1986 National Wage
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Case and an associated High Court decision which
expanded the meaning of “industrial matters” to
contemplate award superannuation.
They illustrate with a chart (85) how industry
schemes were growing at the expense of company
schemes. In 1993 the Superannuation Industry
(Supervision) Act laid out the legislative framework
for the scheme. The growth of the industry funds
movement was an interesting phase where the various
funds developed rapidly and challenged the “for
proait” private entities. This “new mutualism”
recaptured the old “all proait to members” spirit of the
original beneait societies.
Despite their growing dominance in the financial
services sector they, like all other financial institutions,
were rocked by the Global Financial Crisis but came
through it as strong as ever. Despite recurring attempts
by conservative governments and private sector
competitors to nobble them, “Now the funds held in
Australian superannuation accounts exceed the entire
market capitalization of all the companies on the
Australian Stock Exchange.” Mees and Brigden have
shown us how a determined labour movement can
conduct a quiet revolution that promises a more secure
future for all Australian workers.
As an aside, Brian Boyd has written a booklet of about
50 pages in which he suggests that the universal
industry superannuation scheme is in crisis because of
wide spread non-compliance and wage theft made
possible by the failure of the ATO and other responsible
bodies to discharge their prudential duties. We have to
campaign to have all employers to pay their employees
properly and contribute their super entitlements to the
relevant industry fund. Now that would be a revolution!

Review: Murder in Tottenham
Robert Bollard
Review: Rowan Day, Murder in
Tottenham (Anchor Books, Spit
Junction, 2015), vi+195pp., $34.95.
In 1917 an Irish Catholic man from
Koroit was charged with threatening
to kill a Presbyterian potato farmer if
he went ahead and voted ‘Yes’ in the
conscription referendum. In a curious
addendum to a tale of sectarian
tensions with echoes of traditional
Irish rural protest, he is recorded as
adding to the threat the information that he and his
accomplices had been ordered to deliver the threat by "the
IWW”. It is unlikely that this is true. The IWW were never
big in Victoria. Even their Melbourne local was a modest
affair, and there is no evidence of any organisation in rural
areas like Koroit. Most likely the Wobblies were invoked to
add a certain gravity to the threat.

There are, nevertheless, other examples which indicate a
penetration of more radical ideas into surprising rural
locales during the war. One of the most striking was an
anti-conscription meeting recorded at Waggarandall in
the north-east of Victoria in 1917 where the “eligibles” in
the crowd were asked to separate themselves (over 200
in number) into a separate paddock. There they were
asked to swear an oath which is only paraphrased by the
local newspaper article in which the report appears but
is remarkably similar to the oath of Broken Hill’s Labour
Volunteer Army.
In NSW, the main stronghold of the Wobblies, the
penetration into rural areas is less speculative. Rowan
Day has written extensively on the Wobbly influence
amongst itinerant rural workers in NSW, advancing a
hypothesis that the organisation may have been stronger
in the bush than in Sydney, and it is in the context of this
research focus that he has produced a fascinating
account of the murder of a police constable in Tottenham
in 1916.
The story of the shooting of Constable Duncan has been
told before, but has been dealt with briefly, a curious
codicil to the more dramatic story of the IWW Twelve
and the "burning of Sydney”. Three members of the IWW
were charged with his murder, and despite a lack of
compelling evidence, two, Roland Kennedy and Frank
Frantz, were hanged after Franz was induced to give
King’s evidence. The third suspect, Roland’s brother
Herbert, was acquitted, partly due to an impressive
speech from the dock outlining why such a political
assassination was foreign to the principles of the IWW.
There has always been a conundrum with this case. On
the one hand it is hard to imagine why members of an
organisation which used stuffing the gaols as a modus
operandi would have been motivated to commit murder
over a warrant for a minor offence. On the other hand,
however, if Franz and Kennedy didn’t shoot the
constable, who did?
It is not Day’s intention to attempt to resolve this
conundrum. He is, after all, a serious historian, not a true
crime writer. His focus is more on the context of the
radicalisation in a remote mining town which was part of
a greater radicalisation particularly marked amongst the
young itinerant and semi-itinerant men who typically
formed a greater part of the workforce in such a locale.
In doing so, however, he also relates the efforts of the
young constable, the sole representative of law and order
in the town, to restore law and order to what he saw as a
town out of control. In doing so, he goes part of the way
to resolving the crucial question of motive.
In any case, he provides a snapshot of a critical period in
the development of the radical wing of the Australian
labour movement, even adding the tantalising revelation
that Lance Sharkey, future leader of the Communist Party
of Australia, who grew up in western NSW, knew the
Kennedys. This book is compelling reading and a worthy
addition to the history of the Wobblies in Australia.
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Arthur Calwell Memorial Lecture 2018
Mary Elizabeth Calwell
This is an edited version of a speech given by Mary
Elizabeth on 16 May 2018 in support of Luke Hilakari’s
Arthur Calwell Memorial Lecture.
In July 1945, Australia was preparing for peace with a
population of seven and a half million people. Nearly a
million Australians had served in the Defence Forces
in Europe, Asia and the South Paciaic but 39,366 had
been killed and many wounded. The Depression of the
1930s, when a third of the population was
unemployed, resulted in relatively few young people
in the population. As Federal Minister for Information,
Arthur Calwell was responsible for Radio Australia
that broadcast 18 hours a day to millions of people
overseas and monitored enemy broadcasts,
censorship and propaganda.
As Chairman of the National Film Board, he actively
promoted Australian culture and identity. He had
many friends in several communities from overseas
and the Melbourne Italian community gave a concert
in my parents’ honour in 1943. He was also Chairman
of the Aliens’ Classiaication and Review Committee
1942-1944 that released most detainees and
introduced the term “refugee alien” for political
refugees.
The Prime Minister, John Curtin, died on 5 July 1945.
Calwell, who had promoted immigration, suggested a
Department of Immigration with himself as Minister.
Chialey, the new Prime Minister, agreed and Calwell
became the airst Australian Minister for Immigration
with a Department of 24 ofaicers in Melbourne,
Canberra and London who were permanent public
servants loyal to the elected Government. Calwell’s
airst major decision was to announce on 24 July that
close relatives of Holocaust survivors could come here,
allowing the Jewish community to use Departmental
ofaices. Australia now has the biggest proportion of
survivors and descendants outside Israel.
In his airst policy speech on 2 August 1945, Calwell
declared that Australians had learned from the Paciaic
War that we could not hold this continent unless we
increased our numbers. He emphasised the priorities
of defence and full expansion of our economy that
required an increased birth rate and planned
immigration. The door was open to people from many
countries to make their home here within existing
legislation. He said policies must lead to greater
economic security and a higher standard of living with
continuous employment, housing and amenities to
help them ait in with the Australian way of life.
Employment depended on production and new
markets for Australian products.
He stated that it had been proven that maximum
effective population absorption capacity in an
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expanding economy was about 2 per cent of its
numbers, about 140,000 for Australia, leaving a
migration ceiling of 70,000 people a year assuming
the economy expanded to take the maximum number.
The Department would seek advice and assistance
from the trade union movement, employer and
primary producers’ organisations. He was holding
discussions with the States, religious and social
organisations and manufacturers in Britain so that
they may relocate to Australia.
He declared that, unfortunately, “campaigns are
fostered in this country …on racial and religious
grounds by persons that have ulterior motives to
serve. The activities of such people cannot be too
strongly condemned. …[they] make not for national
unity and national well-being but for the creation of
discord and bitterness that is harmful to Australia at
home and abroad.” There must also be a reasonable
assurance of a migrant’s economic future. He stated:
“Any immigration plan can only succeed when it has
behind it the support and goodwill of the Australian
people.” The priority was to bring Australian troops
and dependants home although there was a huge
shortage of shipping. Many British and Allied exservicemen were discharged in Australia and 200
British tradesmen arrived in January 1947.
In 1941, Calwell had protested at the treatment of
Aboriginal people and Asians who were British
subjects in relation to pensions. The new Labor
Government extended pensions to these groups in
1942 while in 1945, unemployment and sickness
payments were introduced. In 1946, Calwell
introduced legislation that allowed Australian women
resident in Australia to retain their nationality after
marriage.
In March, 1947, he proposed that Chinese residents be
naturalised but in the postwar environment, Cabinet
only agreed that regulations be modiaied and the
decision be kept secret. Calwell urged the LiberalCountry Party to pass this legislation, and this was
achieved in 1956. The ALP supported the Restrictive
Immigration Act because of the fear that employers
would act as they had previously and bring in
unskilled labour to subvert our high employment
standards. It was defended by all ALP spokesmen and
accepted by Tunku Abdul Rahman, Nehru and Dr
Rumble, a church spokesman. My father spoke some
Mandarin and achieved Australian citizenship for
Chinese residents in PNG in 1958.
On 19 June 1947, my parents and my father’s
secretary, Bob Armstrong, left Sydney by alying boat,
arriving in London 6 days later. In Cairo, they met the
Greek Minister but Greece was embroiled in a Civil
War. In Augusta, Sicily they met an Italian Government
Minister and later, the Italian Minister in London with
proposals, but Italy had not signed the Peace Treaty
and was in political crisis. They visited 23 countries in
12 and a half weeks and my father negotiated shipping
agreements in Britain and Germany until 1952.
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Calwell signed an agreement with the International
Refugee Organisation that stated that Australia would
take 12,000 people a year, ensure award wages,
working conditions and that the Displaced Persons
(DP) would not be involved in strikes. The DPs agreed
to be sent to designated places where jobs were
available, not in cities where they would compete with
returned soldiers and intensify serious housing
shortages. Hardly anyone left this employment and the
two year obligation was reduced. Reception centres
were established initially in Bonegilla and Bathurst
where the DPs learnt English and the currency. There
were 250,000 available jobs. Other agreements
occurred and many thousands of sponsored migrants
came here. Calwell changed the category of Middle
East from Asia to Europe for immigration purposes.
150,000 people arrived under assisted schemes
during 1949. From 1947 to 1952, 182,212 DPs
arrived, exceeding those from Britain. The
International Refugee Organisation praised Australian
government policies, especially in respect of single
mothers.
After long negotiations, my father introduced the
Nationality and Citizenship Act 1949, promulgated on
Australia Day 1949. On 3 February at the airst
naturalisation ceremony in Canberra my father
presented Chialey with the airst Australian
naturalisation certiaicate. Under this Act all Australian
women could chose to remain Australian. British and
Irish citizens could register to be Australians but
would not lose any rights including the right to vote
and be elected to Parliament and enter the public
services. All Australian-born babies were Australians.
He negotiated with the States, established consultative
groups such as the Immigration Advisory Committee
and Immigration Planning Council, introduced
Australian Citizenship, the term “New Australian”,
Good Neighbour Councils and annual National
Conventions that brought together community groups
to support migrants in Australia. He encouraged
foreign language newspapers.
The history of immigration has become a maelstrom
of myth and misrepresentation. The late Professor
Jerzy Zubrzycki declared that Calwell was the
“unacknowledged father of multiculturalism”. The
term “assimilation” did not mean rejecting a cultural
heritage but used as a synonym with “integration”.
Ethnicity and nationality are also confused.
Australians have a distinct identity as do all the
nations of the New World and ours is enhanced by
immigration. We cannot be a nation and have ghettos.
When some political opponents criticised the
appearance of new arrivals, and Calwell said that
some of the airst group of DPs were “fair-haired and
blue-eyed”, this was distorted to mean he only wanted
people with that appearance. Nor were migrants
“factory fodder”. We had thousands of available jobs
and the people who migrated had often been deprived

of an education because of the war. They enjoyed high
working conditions and they and their children shared
in our prosperity.
In 2001, Professor Geoffrey Blainey wrote that the
political decision that changed Australia the most was
immigration and that Calwell’s initial task was to sell
his bold scheme to the trade unions and the public.
“He did it with a skill and a zeal that are now
overlooked. It is slightly puzzling to observe how this
shaper of modern Australia is either belittled or
misquoted by people who wear the shoes he made for
them and who stand on the space he set aside for
them.”
Blainey told my father in 1972 that more people had
come under his immigration scheme than at any time
in our history. In 2009, Bob Hawke stated that
immigration was the most important political decision
of the 20th century and Robert Menzies said only a
person extremely popular in the Trades Halls could
have persuaded Australians to accept this immigration
scheme.
I worked in the Department of Labour and National
Service that administered the Commonwealth
Employment Service, established in 1946; the
Government ratiaied the relevant ILO Convention in
1949. It played a major role in helping migrants.
However, John Howard privatised it. In 1974, Gough
Whitlam abolished the Immigration Department. I
was on the Central Ofaice Committee of my union, the
ACOA, that opposed this decision and Immigration
was divided between our Department, Education,
Social Security and Foreign Affairs. Malcolm Fraser reconstituted the Department in 1975 with the
exception of passports.
The second Department of Immigration ofaices in
Canberra were in prefabricated huts in Barton. Later
they were in Belconnen where the main Conference
Room was named the Calwell Conference Room in
1995 and again in another building in 2011. Now, the
Immigration Department has been merged with
customs and deals with illegal goods, renamed Border
Control, and with several security organisations, has
become the Department of Home Affairs. Immigration
is not mentioned among its functions.
In 1972, The Good Neighbour Council of the ACT
honoured Arthur Calwell and was addressed by Bob
Armstrong, then Secretary of the Department of
Immigration. He stated: “If Mr Calwell had been
daunted by the problems of those early post-war
years, if he had not been prepared to take calculated
risks, if he had not possessed the rare gift of seeing
today the things of tomorrow, many thousands of men
and women, their children and the children of those
children would not be enjoying hope-ailled lives in this
country today.”
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Moss Cass and the Greening of the Australian
Labor Party
Paul Rodan
Moss Cass, Vivien Encel & Anthony
O’Donnell, Moss Cass and the
Greening of the Australian Labor
Pa r t y ( Au s t ra l i a n S c h o l a r ly
Publishing: North Melbourne,
2017), pp + 318 pages. $42.95.
Moss Cass is one of aive surviving
members of the Whitlam ministry
and one of only three of the
original twenty-seven-man team
who took ofaice in December 1972.
The title of the book refers not only to modern Labor’s
coming to environmental awareness, but also to its
support for the expanding progressive social agenda
from the 1960s onwards.
Cass was an unusual aigure in Labor politics. Born in
country Western Australia in 1927, his parents were
Russian Jewish émigrés, a background guaranteeing
an interest in politics, an interest which could only
grow as the horrors of war in Europe unfolded. He
followed his father into a medicine career, enrolling at
Sydney University (the family had left WA), where he
was active in student politics, but a alirtation with
Marxism was short-lived, ainding the Communist Party
“dull and anti-democratic”. (79)
A three-year medical research position in London
allowed Cass (accompanied by new wife Shirley) to
sample the full cultural/political/social menu on offer.
On return to Australia, they settled in Shirley’s
Melbourne in the late 1950s, where Cass found the

Anthony O’Donnell, Moss Cass, & Vivien Encel. Photographer unknown.
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Victorian ALP a happier experience than “the sclerotic
moribund NSW Labor branch meeting”. It was “a place
where he could feel useful and which provided an
incubator for his ideas about policy”. (82)
The main policy interest was, not surprisingly, health,
with Cass’ previous interest in the aield bolstered by
his experience as the inaugural medical director of the
Trade Union Clinic and Research Centre. His not
insigniaicant contribution to the development of
Medibank, through party committees and informal
networks, is outlined, although his opposition to the
fee-for-service model remains steadfast.
After alying the ALP alag in the safe Liberal seats of
Kooyong (1961) and La Trobe (1963), Cass secured
pre-selection for the marginal seat of Maribyrnong,
which he won in 1969, the airst Victorian federal seat
won back by Labor after the losses of the 1955 split.
By the time he entered parliament, Cass could claim a
respectable record of active policy involvement on
health, abortion law reform, drug law reform and
abolition of the White Australia Policy, while also
having been part of the Victorian left’s leadership in
opposition to conscription and Australian involvement
in the Vietnam War.
Cass’ observations about Labor leader Gough Whitlam
are amongst the most interesting parts of this book. A
key point, quoting the political psychologist Graham
Little, is the distinction between Whitlam’s rationalist,
reformist agenda (focused mostly on life in the
suburbs) and
“… the cultural novelties and eccentricities that
alourished in the Whitlam years. He was not a
counterculture type; he was an urban man rather than
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a commune androgyne; he had no belief in
institutional destructuring…” (19)
At the time of the election of the Whitlam government,
the environment was, if not a counterculture issue,
certainly not yet a mainstream one. When Cass was
surprisingly elected to the ministry, Whitlam’s
allocation of the environment portfolio to Cass was
not intended as a compliment. But, Cass did see the
potential of the job, given the connection between
stewardship of the planet and the successful
prosecution of a broader progressive agenda. In this
role, he was too late to save Lake Pedder (while having
to endure the federal/state Labor aggravation which
ensued), but would secure passage of (environmental
impact) legislation which would “save Fraser Island
from sand mining and curtail uranium mining in
Kakadu.” (xii)
Whitlam was no admirer of Cass. They had been on
opposite sides of two momentous struggles within the
Labor Party: state aid to non-government schools and
reform of the Victorian ALP, on both of which Whitlam
had prevailed. That said, some of the Whitlam
literature elsewhere conveys the impression that the
low esteem in which the non-counterculture leader
apparently held Cass may have owed as much to Cass’
beard as to his ideology.
Cass makes the curious claim that Whitlam was not
key to the 1972 victory and that “the ALP would have
won government in 1972 regardless of whether
Whitlam or someone else had taken carriage of the
party program”. (282) Labor’s victory was so narrow
(a majority of nine) that the idea that some
unidentiaied other leader (Cairns, Barnard?) could
have persuaded a nervous electorate that it was time
is simply not sustainable. The radical Cass’ faith in
inevitability is touching, but unconvincing.
While acknowledging Whitlam’s strengths, Cass does
detail a pattern of aggression against certain targets,
notably himself. In a different workplace and in
today’s culture, such behaviour would probably be
seen as “bullying”. Cass does not complain: indeed,
Whitlam’s criticism of him as indecisive seems to lead
to periods of self-realection and a realisation that he
was far from a natural ait for the world of
parliamentary politics. He concedes that much of his
progress within the ALP had been due to patronage
rather than ambition, while noting that such was the
way of the 1960s Victorian ALP. (A cynic might
observe that these days, ambition seeks factional
patronage.)
Cass voted against Whitlam in the leadership ballot of
May 1977, contrary to his branch’s wishes, although
less for the pragmatic reason that Whitlam was now
electoral poison than in support of a different version
of leadership.

moved to the Media portfolio, but with time ticking
away for the Whitlam government, there would be
little opportunity for major achievement. Cass’
support for a press council attracted the opprobrium
of a now empowered right, although the council would
be established in 1976. Cass also oversaw the issue of
licences for the airst community radio stations, no
small achievement. His mention of the consideration
of a national newspaper (a la the ABC) now reads very
quaintly indeed in the digital age.
Outside the partisan battleaield, Cass worked with exLiberal Prime Minister John Gorton to secure support
for a motion in favour of the decriminalisation of
homosexual activity. The vote, carried in October
1973, served as the basis for the enactment of such
reform in the ACT.
This book would have beneaited from better editing.
The chapter structure follows no obvious pattern:
much that is dealt with later should have appeared
earlier. A table is mis-aligned, the wrong date is given
for the election of the Victorian Cain Labor
government (it was 1982, not 1983) and various
people mentioned in the text (eg. Arthur Calwell,
extensively) do not make it into the index. Given Cass’
parlous relationship with Calwell, that omission may
be Freudian.
This book reveals a man who was, to some extent, an
anti-politician. Cass brought a certain amount of left
idealism to politics and can be said to have given it his
best shot in a far from congenial environment for a
person of his outlook and disposition. His involvement
in a range of progressive causes, with other activists,
played a role in repositioning the ALP beyond the
narrow conaines of an economic class-based agenda.

2019 Labour History Conference
Brian Smiddy
The 2019 biennial Labour History Conference will be
held 3 to 5 October 2019 at the CFMEU Office (Old
Trades Hall), Beaufort Street, Perth, WA. The Perth
Trades Hall was bought by CFMEU a couple of years ago
and has been completely refurbished.
It is ideally situated near the City and there is nearby
good public transport. Visits to Solidarity Hill and the
Historic Midland Railway workshops should be given
high priority. Full details will soon be available on the
ASSLH’s website http://www.labourhistory.org.au/
2019-conference/
For further information, contact the conference convener,
Bobbie Oliver bobbie.oliver@uwa.edu.au

When, after his dismissal from Treasury, Jim Cairns
chose Environment as his preferred ministry, Cass was
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History Journals Digitised

Labour History in Transition

Barry York

As you may be aware the Australian Society for the
Study of Labour History lost its institutional support
last year. To secure the future of the journal Labour
History, the Society has partnered with Liverpool
University Press, who will help to maintain the quality
of the journal and enhance its proaile, marketing and
audience reach. Under this arrangement the future of
the journal is secured for at least aive years. All
editorial arrangements will stay the same, and
individual subscription prices will not change.
Liverpool University Press also publish Labour History
Review, Theory & Struggle, and Historical Studies in
I n d u s t r i a l R e l a t i o n s . Yo u c a n r e a d L U P ’ s
announcement of this agreement here: https://
liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk/blogs/news/liverpooluniversity-press-will-be-publishing-labour-history-ajournal-of-labour-and-social-history-from-2019

The National Library and State Library of NSW have
digitised the journal of the Australian Historical
Society (http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-283107843) and
Royal Australian Historical Society (http://nla.gov.au/
nla.obj-579216301) – all editions from 1901 to 1964.
What a fabulous resource: free on-line.

Events of Interest
On 22 July, the the Australian Living Peace Museum and
the Brunswick Coburg Anti-Conscription Commemoration
Campaign committee will launch a film “and online
resources telling the story of the successful WWI anticonscription campaign.” Against the Odds: The Victory
over Conscription in World War I will be launched on
Sunday 22 July, 2.30pm–4.30pm at Siteworks, 33 Saxon,
St Brunswick. RSVP: peace@borderlands.org.au
***
On 2 August, the Moreland City Council will host the
22nd Maurice Blackburn Oration. Judy Slayter (the CEO
of the Australian Red Cross) will speak on The
Humanitarian Impact of War; she will be introduced by
the Blackburns’ biographer, Carolyn Rasmussen.
Thursday 2 August, 6.30–8.30pm at the Coburg Town
Hall, Bell Street (east of Sydney Road). Details at http://
www.moreland.vic.gov.au/events-recreation/festivalsand-major-events/maurice-blackburn-oration/

The new carpet in Trades Hall!

Subscribers to the journal will be contacted (by LUP)
in the coming months to renew their subscriptions for
2019 (future subscriptions will be collected on a
calendar year basis, rather than ainancial year as is
currently the practice). If you are yet to renew for
2017/2018 the Society would be enormously grateful
if you could please do this asap (you can do this online
here:http://www.labourhistory.org.au/journal/
subscriptions/). If you are not a subscriber to the
journal please consider subscribing. Your yearly sub
($80/$50 per annum) enables you to access online all
issues of Labour History dating back to 1961.
The Federal Society is launching a new sponsorship program
(of individuals and organisations). Sponsors will be listed on a
page on the ASSLH website and will help to continue its work
in promoting and producing labour history. Sponsors will
automatically be made members of the Society, with full
voting and standing rights. The ASSLH would be very grateful
for your help. See http://www.labourhistory.org.au/
sponsorship/
Contact Carl Power (admin@labourhistory.org.au) for
any subscription or sponsorship questions.

Melbourne Branch ASSLH Contacts
President: Peter Love pjlove@me.com
Vice President: Liam Byrne liam.byrne@unimelb.edu.au
Secretary: Brian Smiddy [Tel: 9435 5145]
Treasurer: Phillip Deery phillip.deery@vu.edu.au
Website: heps://labourhistorymelbourne.org
Facebook: heps://www.facebook.com/LabourHistoryMelbourne
Instagram: instagram.com/labourhistorymelbourne
Recorder is published three gmes a year. The opinions of the
contributors are their own and not necessarily those of the editor or
execugve of the ASSLH, Melbourne Branch. Send all contribugons and
queries to the editor, Julie Kimber (jkimber@swin.edu.au).
Commentary not aeributed to an author is wrieen by the editor.
Recorder is published with the generous help of Ellen and Brian
Smiddy, Phillip Deery, Peter Love, Susanne Provis, and Kevin Davis.
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